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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Music ot the Baroque era has frequently been subject to conflicting types of interpretational treatment, especially Baroque
scores which possess stenographic signs and special small notes.
Johann Sebastian Bach and other Baroque composers employed these
symbols to indicate the type of ornamentation they desired.
In Bach's time, competent musicians were expected to be cognizant of the specific kind of ornamentation represented by particular signs. Because of their familiarity with contemporary
musical idioms, occasional ambiguities probably caused them little difficulty. On the other hand, many present-day singers and
instrumentalists show little k.nowledge of the original meaning
of these signs when they perform compositions of Bach and his
contemporaries.
I.

IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY

In view of some misconceptions concerning the reading of
these ornamental symbols, a study of how to interpret them accurately see•, of value. Stenographic signs of later periods
are superficially similar to Baroque ornaments and are frequently used mistakenly in performing music of the Baroque.
Bach's embellishments should obviously be treated according to
Baroque practice.

2.
II •

LIMITA'l'I ONS Oi' THE STUDY

This study is limited to the translation of vocal ornaments,
employed in some of the solo vocal literature of J.

s.

Bach. The

ornaments discussed are only those indicated by stenographic signs
or by special small notes.
III.

,.

Agreaenta.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS

Seventeenth-century French ornaments eventually

used in all European music, They were usually indicated by small
added notes or stenographic signs (1:20).
Bravura.

An exp.ression denoting great ease in surmounting

technical difficulties (1:101).
Eabellishllent; f¼oritura.

Terms closely synonymous with

ornaaentation •

.• ,.1,

..,,~•., •. ~ ••

,,....,.;1,;

,(,/-~•t;·~-;

Improvisation.

The introduction of improvised details into

previously written composition (l:351).
Ornamentation.

Ornaments are "more or less stereotyped

melodic figures which have been substituted for or added to the
original notes of the melody" (1:542).

CHAP!ER II

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMEN'l
Ornamentation has preswaably been an important device in
musical performance for centuries, but stenographic signs to
indicate specific ornaments were not always employed.

Origin-

ally the ornamentation was more often of an improvised nature.
I.

ORNAME.NTATION IN EARLY MUSIC

There is a great deal of evidence supporting the inclusion
of vocal improvisation in early music. It also attained consider-.
able importance during the height of Greek culture, but largely
disappeared in the degeneration of the Roman empire. As Christianity became established, extemporary improvisation, at first
eliminated, was indulged in by early singers of Gregorian chant

{9:13) •
Many sourpes furnish evidence of this type of improvisation
during later periods. In 1384, Pope John XXII said that singers
liked to devise their own methods. In the time of Urban V (1362),
note was taken by Ambros that the singer, when asked to improvise,
could make no better display than to embellish as richly as be
could. Tinctoris, in his Liber !!,!£1!, Contrapuncti (14?5), discusses the treed.om singers took in vocal interpretation. Any or
all voices could improvise parts at will. A singer was only required to agree harmonically with the

ca.9tu§ f;l.rmus (9:13)•

The ornamentation of each interval in every possible

way

was an important aspect of the study of singing in the sixteenth
century. Although composers occasionally supplied models of fully
written-out ornamentation, the singers were free to choose
particular ornaments they desired (9:13;
II.

the

22,I:351).

ORNAMENl'ATION IN THE BAROQUE PERIOD

The rise of monody about 1600, with the beginning of opera,
brought a radical change in the singing style of that medium. Ornamentation could no longer be added freely by the singers.

The

early operas employed a recitative vocal style, frequently syllabic
and declamatory, with a minimUJll of ornamentation. However, with the
beginning of the.!£!!. about 1630, singers, many of them castrati,
were accorded great freedom in performing embellishments (l:543).

Improvisation.

Improvised ornamentation continued to be an

interpretative factor of great importance during the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries. It is doubtful if opera singers of this
period ever performed the music as it was actually written·:, for ex\

ample, many composers, about 1650, followed the practice of Cavalli,
who merely inserted the term passygllio at that place in the vocal
score where the singer was to improvise. Furthermore, such composers
as Handel, Corelli, and Tartini wrote mere sketches for the vocal
parts, although they did cooperate with the singers in working out
the ornaments. Unfortunately, with a few fragmentary exceptions, no
embellishments of this type appear in the published scores (9:13).
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While some composers freely exploited all possible opportunities for embellishments, others were more conservative. Pier Francesco Tosi stated that the singer's embellishments for the first
portion of the aria should be sparse and tasteful, the second part
could have a somewhat more voluntary type of ornamentation, and the:, v·

.!!.!. capo should be sung with considerable creative liberty (4:24;
3t80f).

Stenographic
ft!bols.
;

Some embellishments, even in early

church •usic, were so flexible and difficult to express in notation
that they were represented by signs. Evidence of certain symbols
indicating special interpretation of certain notes may be fou~d
as early as Gregorian Chant. During the sixteenth century, simbols
were restricted almost entirely to keyboard music. Ornaments such

as the groppo or tremolo, on first appearance, were always notated. If they reappeared later in the composition, stenographic
symbols were substituted for them (l:544). Bach, incidentally,
makes frequent use of a similar practice (26,XX:27ff).
Oraamental sign-systems had various titles during the Baroque
period. Ag1:(ments and •1nieru1, among the best-known systems, are
considered approximately synonymous. Manieren are the subject of
Bach's table of ornaments in the Friedemann Bach Notebook.

The

French agr:ments, put in systematic order during the seventeenth
century, were used continuously by European musicians until the
beginning of the Romantic period (l :544.ff; 5 :l.62).
Because ornamental signs were often inconsistently labeled,

6
Baroque interpretation is somewhat confusing.

I'dentical ornaments

were frequently called by different name& during Bach's era.

Some-

times different embellishments were indicated by the same name and
sign.

Agrements, howeTer, possibly because they. were the most com-

mon, were systematized and classified.

Trills, turns, and appoggia-

turas were called "essential", and their use was demanded in certain
definite places, regardless of whether signs were present. Others,
·suchae themordent, the nacb.schlas, the arpeggio, and the vibrato,
were listed as "arbitrary", and were left to t·he ;performer to play

at his discretion (l:544; 5:148).
Written-.Q.!!l Ornaments.

There is unmistakable evidence of

written-out ornamentation in both the monophonic and polyphonic
music of the twelfth through the fourteenth centuries. The practice
eventually came to a culmination in

J.s.

Bach's organ preludes,

based on Protestant chorales. In Bach's owll time ( 1685-1750) the
practice of writing out ornaments was frowned upon because it made
the music look too complex. The fact that some musical ideascould
not be accurately expressed by notes seems an even more valid argument against the notation of certain ornaments. Professional pride
on the part of the singers was a likely factor as well. In any case•
composers, especially Bach, were severely criticized for writing
out embellishments (l:545).
Bach's frequent translation of his ornaments into notation
would tend to indicate an essential difference of philosophy with
the general practice followed by Bandel and others (5:148).

?

Although floridity of vocal line is abundan.t, few stenographic signs
appear in Bach's vocal solos (22:351!). Bach did not simplify his
demands on singers. His desire seems to have been that his own ornamentation be used instead of interpolations. Notable instances of
rich embellishment with but few signs are such arias as: Doch

£.!!..!i (Cantata No. 8), Jesu.s nimmt
and the Deposuit (Magnificat
single appoggiatura in

~

!!!-

Sund.er !.! (Cantata No. 113),

!! D Major). With the excepti9n of a

.!?-2£.!!. *eichet, these. three arias

have no in-

dicated ornamentation. They are all characterized by highly challenging fioritura.
III.

LATER DEVELOPMENTS

Johann Sebastian Bach lived in a time of widespread creative:
tendencies. In the Baroque period, the idea of every performer en-

gaging in musical composition by interpo~ating whole passages, as
well as by inserting em.bellishllents, was casually accepted (16:433).
Composers submitted to this arbitrary ornamentation because they
hoped that the disfigurement their idea& might suffer woul.d be
counterbalanced by inspired bravura performances. Certainly Bach
could not isolate himself from this improvisation, since it· waa a
universal feature of the time in which he worked. He was, however,
a most subjective composer, and went his own solitary way in certain aspects of composition (22:l88f). Bach probably deserved the
charge that his practices inhibited creativity on the part of the
soloists. On the other hand, some defended him, stating that clear
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notation could prevent Jiisinterpretation of a composer's int en•
tions (23,II:29?).
In any event, Bach's laborious detail of line is understandable in view of the complaints made by some of his contemporaries
over certain superficial, egotistic artists who made a lavish but
vulgar display of their embellishments (23,II:297f).

It is true

that Bach's keyboard suites, in contrast to his vocal music, have
numerous ornam.ental signs. Possibly he had more confidence in the
musicianship of the keyboard artists. At any rate, Bach almost com•
pletely excluded himself from the trend toward unlimited

freedom.

for the vocalists (1:546).
Though Bach ignored w);lat others considered progrees, he is revealed today,

somewhat

paradoltically, as being rather prophetic.

There remains little doubt in .the minds of present-day musicians
concerning the ascendancy of the composers• rights over those of
the singers in the realm of actual creation of the music (22 :~51).
If it had not been for his forethought and detailed craftsmanship
in clarifying notation, much

of .Bach's most representative music

would be a cloeed book today, ignored by many as incomprehensible,
and his unchallenged position as one

of the very great creative

geniuses would be largely if not entirely unrecognized (l?:810;
14:25f; 22:216ff).
Possibly a sense of composing for the future had something to
do with Bach's determinationtoindieate

~

great many of his orna-

ments in complete notation (23,II:286). Even those who disagree

9

with this view, insisting that Bach was satisfied to compo-se

for

immediate demands, with little concern for the future, concede that
some of his works,

such as !h!,_ !.!11-Tempered Cl•vier and

.2.!, ,lli Fugue, are didactic in nature (4:11; 14:27-36)..

~h~

Art

Moreoyer,

sources have generally agreed that Bach probably never heard, .nor
expected to hear,

ideal performances of his Passion and Cantata

music (22:112ff; 23,II:18lff).
Bach's influence on those who came immediately after him may
have been underestimated.

Gluck (17i4-1787} perhaps was following

Bach's example when he started suppressing most improvised ornamentation. It would appear reasonable that a composer of Gluck's stature was

not uaaware of Bach• s methods and ideae. Rossini, though

criticized, eliminated the .signs for agrements from his works.

No

signs are found in the compositions of Mozart and Beethoven except
the little extra note for
the turn, and the "tr", or
trill (l :543f).

the appoggiatura, the reclining "S" for

"t"

plus a

Signi_ficantly, these

horizontal zigzag, for the
symbols,_ with a

few

minor

exceptions. were all that Bach employed in hi.a vocal solos (4:26).

CBAPI'ER III

BACH'S ORNAMENTATION AS INDICATED .BY SIGNS

It haa already been observed that

Bach used a purposefully

simple approach in his vocal solo literature (22, II :405). Anything
with complex or ambiguous connotations he

carefully realized in

notation. Onlya few standard indications representing comparatively well•known ornaments remain, as shown in the following examples:
Trill.
Number of oscillations is dependent on tempo and on the
length of the note to be trilled.

2. "tt.,. = the same as No. 1 on short notes;

notes, 'Q_, =

3.

M

,~=

-------

trtrir

~

·ttifr

on longer

·cilirr

•

the same as No. l;.N'= s h o r t ; ~ = long.

4 . ~ = apparently the same as No. l; used almost
exclusively-_. for long trills.

5. ~ = same as No. 4 •
Mordent.
Appoggiatura.

-

6.,?N=w ;~
7.~ =
3

''-i

=

f~
fy

Double
-9. ~ =
Appoggia-

tura.
10.

=~·

~r -F·
--.,,

I
1

'-\

o:_r

ar =w

=

~

=

~ ~

•

r

e,,.o

-

Turn.

11.

11

=cLl ;r ~
c;;,-o

=

•

-...___:::::;

(Inverted turn)
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Variant:

c:,-,,::,

r r

12

=

(25:8).

·o·c'arrJ ;o• ~
t t
.

2.::---=?

(5:149ff).

:::::::::.--.

t1 ,t

1'

(Arrows identify principal notes.)

(General references: 12,V.I:441-448; 22,II;406f; 8:93ff; 27:xff.)
Careful examination of many vocal solos of Bach seems to confirm the generalization that the signs shown in the preceding examples are the ones with which the singer should be most generally
concerned (4 :26). Bach• s vocal ornamentation, as indicated by signs,
will therefore be discussed under the headings:
.!!!Jlt,

~

~

Trill,

!h.!. ~-

Appoggiatura .!.W!, Do.uble Appoggiatura, and !!!!_ !!!!:!!·
I.

THE TRILL

The trill is an ornament which consists of the alternation of
a given note with the next note of the scale above it. This embellishment is usually executed rather rapidly, and is indicated in a
number of ways in Bach's vocal compositions (1:760; 22,II:405).
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Representative symbols are shown on page 10 of this study.

The

first four trill symbols listed appear in the solos investigated,
but the last two do not.
One significant part of the trill problem is the question of
how to start the trill.

French writers in the period from 1650 to

about 1710 agree ~hat trills should start on the upper auxiliary.·
This rule is considered basic.

Practically all German authorities

also support it, with one notable exception (22,II:409). Essentially it means that the trill is simply a quickly repeated succession of appoggiaturas.

The main queetion is whether ex9eptions

occur.
Ambiguous passages in Bach's works which make it difficult to
insist dogmatically that a trill must begin on the upper auxiliary
certainly exist.

One writer cites six si-tuations where, he claims,

the trill should start on the main note (7:165f).

The performer

should scrutinize such places in context, without pre judgement. It
is possible that some so-called rules, even though misleadingly
presented and controversial,arepartially justified (22,II:409).
The key to the subtle problem of when not to use the upper
note is most likely the rule of avoiding forbidden fifths and octaves, or "the rule of clean voice-leading". Ornaments and all other
aspects of music are subject to this (5 :152). When voice-leading is
affected adversely by beginning a trill on the upper note, the. lower
one can be used, starting the trill with an inverted turn (25:8).
Likewise, the singer can sometimes hold the main note briefly and
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then start to trill, using the upper auxiliary.

This should not,

however, be indulged in too frequently (22,II:409).

Bach nearly always used a short horizontal zigzag for the
short trill.

Whether this should be a single oscillation or more

is a pertinent question.

In other words, should the very short

trill be converted to the three-note inverted mordent?

(The in-

verted mordent procedes from the main note to the one above and
then down again; the mordent proc&des downward.)

This is indeed

a good question, for the officially accepted term "inverted mordent" does not appear in any writings on the subject before the
death of Bach.

Throughout his lifetime the short trill followed

the same basic rule as the longer ones: namely, that all trills
were to begin on the upper auxiliary. The only difference was the

reduced number of oscillations in the short trill (5:154).
While C. P. E. Bach observed that the effect of a trill in
very rapid tempo could be achieved by using an appoggiat ura (3 :105),
neither an execution of four notes to the mordent•s three, nor the
substitution of an appoggiatura for a trill or an inverted mordent
is a solution for the awkward-parallel-harmony problem. It is quite
natural to wonder, therefore, whether the use of inverted mordents
for short trills is actually foreign to Bach's style. Many presentday writers contend that it is. If' the Baroque. student wants proof'
to the contrary, he must find out if Bach ever notated this type of
short trill in full.

Examples abound of his using this technique

with other ornaments. Investigation has, moreover I revealed several
instances of Bach's notation of short trills.

Other closely related
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instances ot notated embellishments in his compositions tend to
show that places do exist in which it is undesirable to start long
trills on the upper auxiliary (5:154f).
The length of the trill and the number of oscillations are
critically affected by the tempo. To use a specific illustration:
in an al to solo, _!2 reinen Wasser

{Cantata No. 112) , typical trill

signs appear in both instrumental and vocal parts over very short
notes. Even at a relaxed Allegretto, it would appear that there is
time for only one oscillation.

At measure 36, for example, the

soloist executes an inverted mordent.
Example 13: Inverted Mordent Used for Short Trill

(

b. ).

liiJ ( ~fukrr)

(!!!!!_ reinen Wasser: measure 36) {26,XXIV:38)

In this interpretation, it is obvious that the signs have not been
ignored; they have not been made overly significant in relation to
the rest of the music; and they are realized in relation to the
accompanying harmonies

(Discography: No. 3).

----

In another solo for alto, Kreuz und Krone (Cantata No.12), the
instrumental accompaniment and the vocalist must be in agreement,
as their ornaments are similar. The aria has a fairly large number
of indications for short trills, most of them realized by the use
of inverted mordents~

The ·trill occurring in measure 8 of the aria

is typical of the rest (22,II:?Off;

Discography: No. 3)
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Example 14: Inverted Mordent Used for Short Trill

{ ~ )•

U~(= urs ~

(Kreuz ~ Krone: measure 8)

The ornaments in the aria for bass, Achzen

~

erbarmlich!.!J:.-

.!!!.!!,, (CaAtata Jo.13), are not used as a mere superficial decoration,
but

as a means of emphasizing words Bach considered significant.

A tttrill with turnH figure occurs in measures 41 and 48.

Bach has

used the custo~ry trill symbol over a sixteenth note and has written out the "turn" portion of the figure with two thirty-second
notes.

Freudenlicht {ray of joy) is the word in the aria which is

always sung to this figure. Whenever this word occurs in the solo,
Ba.ch accompani•s it with ornamentation of some kind.

He

finally

climaxes his special treataent of freudenlicht in measure 51, with
a long aelisma, s~arting with a short trill, which is almost a

cadenza in miniature

(Discography: No. 4).

Example 15: Trill with Written-Out Turn Ending.

LlJtwuJ ·~)

{Achzen

~

erbarmlich Weinen: measures 41 and 48)(26,II :95)

Triils appear to be by far

the most common and the most

troublesome of Bach's vocal ornuents.
generally, to execute and interpret.

The others are easier,
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II.

THE MORDEN!'

This ornament is related .to the trill, and its inversion is
actually the~[Jl reduced to its shortest form.

It consists of

but one oscillation with the neighboring tone in most cases, but
it can be extended. The mordent offers almost no problems in comparison to the other ornaments.

For one thing, the auxiliarynote

of the mordent is always its diatonic or scalewise neighbor. The
problem of the number of oscillations is minimized because the long
mordent is not used in any major work of Bach.

This embellishment

is notated in full more often than any other ornament used by Bach,
and in written-out form it is encountered fairly frequently in his
vocal works. No signs at all for this ornament appear in the solos
examined in this investigation (5:170f).
III.

'fHE APPOGOIATURA AND DOUBLE APPOGGIATURA

The appoggiatura is an ornamental note melodically linked to
the main note which follows it.

It is indicated by a small note

or by a special sign (1:42).
The term double appoggiatura applies to each of three ways in
which it is possible for two appoggiaturas to be used: (l) two single
appoggiaturas played or sung in parallel at the interval of a third
or a sixth; (2) two appoggiaturas following one after the other,
approaching the main note in scalewise fashion from the interval of
a third above or below it; and (3) two non-sc::alewiseappoggiaturas,
one placed below the main note, the other above it (1:43).
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fbe parall•l or aiaultaneoua type of double auogia.tura ie

no pro'-1•••

-

tura.

Each of ite coapoaen.ta 1• playe4 ••,• single a;e,Roggia•

The ••coad tne, aoaetimes called a slide, •a• a couon.

aa,r••~u>.t ot the aeventeentb a.ad e1ghteeath centuriea. This ie the
kiad. moat frequeat.17 ueed by Bach ia hia vocal solo•..

Since the

third,,,.. the diejuaot double appoggiatura, was not indicated
by &mall o.otea until the last half of the eighteenth century, it
ia oute14e the acope of th.is iaveetigation (l:43f).
'l'he eaaential ,u14eratandiq con.oerning AJ?£Ol&iaturae of all

kinda is t!Utt tney come on the beat .and never precede it• as do some
non-vocal ornament.e .. Once a performer gets th.is concept firmly in

mind, there reaaiaa oAl.1 the question of comparative durations of
the oru.ae.uta an.d the aain notes.

Unfortunately, tbi.a is something

about which the ainger can only D• broadlf guided by such precepts

as "half \he val•• of the main n.otett and other dopatically etated concepte (.25,8).

Wh•••

for example, the rule that the ornament should

'be half the value of the main note ie followed too literally, parallel haraoq aoaetimea occurs. In spite of the fact that rules about

a.11Eoge;iaturaa are clearer and easier to underata1.ut than rules about
trill•, difticllltiee, costly cono•rned with the matter of du.ration,

are plentiful. Ironically, these questiou would. have been almost
complet,11 eliainatect i t coapose:re of iach '• title had merely agreed
that a •all orumeatal eixteentll ne>te would translate to a si:xteeath

notes a amal.l quarter note •ould be :played as a quarter .note 1 etc.
Iutead 1 theaeor.oaaents were performed with all poaeible variations

ia time va:l.11•. fhtt diftereaces in the symbola used in no way related
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to the actual length of the note the composer desired (5:1?3).
Thorough examination of all available evidence brings the
conclusion that it is not possible to give a general rule for the
duration of the appoggiatura.

One writer is cited, however, who

claims to have evolved a "practical recipe". His solution is considered by some to be rather convincing, although certain aspects
of it are not yet completely investigated.

Until something better

is discovered, it seems to be the most helpful, simple mode ot
ascertaining the duration of appoggiaturas presently available.
According to this "recipe", an appoggiatura is not always half the
value of the main note, but actually is always identical withhalf
the value of the counting unit, or "inner pulse•~, of the piece
(5:1?5ff).
Sensitive and cultivated musicianship is a subject highly
relevant to any discussion of appoggiaturas.

Bach himself dif-

ferentiated between "bold rough'1 voice-leadings, which he rather
liked, and "obviously ugly" progressions which amounted to pointless disregard of harmonic context to no good purpose (5:175).
The solo cantata for bass,

~

babe genug, (Cantata No. 82),

is replete with small notes and stenographic signs for both single
and double appoggiaturas, all realized quite normally.

The short

aria for alto, Henschen, glaubt (Cantata No.?), furnishes typical
indications for double a;epoggiaturas.
and 9 of this solo

These occur in measures l

(Discography: No. 7a).

Although this investigation concerns indicated ornamentation,
interpolations should be incidentally noted, since they are
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frequently employed in Baroque music.

These include trills and

so-called appoggiaturas at cadences.

Cadential interpolationsare

idiomatic in Baroque performance, and have no stenographic indication (22:406ff; 30:iv).
IV.

THE TURN

The usua1 four-note turn starts on the note above the main
note, procedes down through the main note to the one below, then
precedes upward and ends on the main note. The inverted turn, indicated by a different symbol, merely starts on the lower auxiliary,
procedes upward through the main note to the one above, then down
to the main note again. For five-note turna, the performer starts
with the main note and uses it as a preliminary tone for the procedure
already describe,d.. It is easy to see why this was rare in Baroque
music, since it is directly analogous to starting the trill onthe
main note (20:260).
Baroque turns generally consist of only four notes, as do
nearly all turns in Haydn, Mozart, and early Beethoven (5:170).
Some five-note turns occur in the works of Bach, but they are few,
and seem to result from special harmonic difficulties (5:159f).
Example 16:

a)

Realization of Turn Affected by Harmony.

b)(wrong: paral-

lel fifths)

c)(alternate)

d)(alternate)
(5:152)
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Turns are considered attractive, easy ornaments.

While it is

true that in vocal music their prQper execution requires agility
and accuracy, with but few exceptions there need be no misunderstanding as to the exact notes inferred by the turn symbol.
Although no turns were discovered in any of the solos studied,
the duet for soprano and bass,!!:.!!!!, kommst ~, !!!,!l!.!!l (Cantata
No. 140), furnishes eight excellent examples of turns tt1:>etween the
notesn (measures 37, 38, 39, 4o, 51, 52, 53 and 54), and an example
of a turn "on the note"(measure 45).

This music also furnishes

abundant examples throughout of appoggiaturas and doubleappoggiaturas, some indicated by small notes, some by symbols.
V.

PROBLEMS OF AUTHENrICITI AND CORBECT IlffERPRETATION

The foregoing detailed discussion of trill•, mordents, apRoggiaturaa and turns demonstrates, among other things, the need for

contemporary singers to be conscious of the unresolved nature of
problems in vooal ornamentation. Textbook precepts were broken many
times by Bach, sometimes for reasons still undetermined. Knowledge
of the Baroque has advanced at an accelerated rate, but is still
far from a really authoritative ornamental interpretation(5:182).
Correct interpretation is also hindered by other factors.
Bach and his contemporaries, for example, tolerated a great deal
of flexibility in the execution of indicated ornamentation. This
is true to such an extent that the realizations listed in this
study cannot be considereq. fixed rules to cover every possible
exigency which may arise.
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Furthermore, scholars have sometimes inadvertently preserved
errors of interpretation by a misreading of the signs in music manuscripts.

This is clearly demonstrated in the number of erroneous

reproductions from the Friedemann Bach table of ornaments found in
several recognized sources (25:8).
The Friedemann Bach table is often used in various approaches
to the interpretation of Bach's ornaments, since it contains, apparently, the only concise and authoritative realizations made by
this composer.

ill other translations of his. vocal embellishments

must be extrapolated from the musical context and from knowledge of
general Baroque practice. This table is, of course, a mere primer
of ornamentation, written by Bach for his nine-year-old son, Wilhelm Friedemann 1 so its applicability is necessarily restricted.
Limited application, however, is not the basic difficulty here.
A far more critical problem is presented by the erroneoustranscPiptions previously mentioned.

CHAPl'ER IV
SUMMA.RY

"The letter killeth 1 but the spirit giveth life" is an injunction highly relevant to the interpretation of Bach's signs for vocal
ornamentation.

Certain general rules apply to all of Bach's vocal

ornaments: (1) Signs should not be disregarded, and singers should
recognize those passages where they should add extra embellishments,
instead of discarding existing ornamentation; (2) ornaments should
be recognized as integral, but subsidiary to the interpretation as
a whole, and exaggerated bravura avoided; (3) ornaments should

be

sung in such a way that harmonic progressions remai.n undisturbed
and awkward voice-leadings are not produced. This last rule is basic
in all music, and takes precedence over technical accuracy of ornamentation.

In general, a performance which is sincere and in good

taste is preferable to one which follows every known rule at

the

expense of balanced artistry.
Continued studies are doing much to clarify the problem of
Baroque ornamentation.

Unfortunately,

contemporary performers

cannot wait for the theoretical attainment of perfection, and complete clarification seems improbable. This situation, nonetheless,
should not discourage a scholarly approachtoBach's vocal solos.
Highly accurate interpretations of ornamental signs are now practicable, and patently erroneous realizations need not be tolerated.
The fact that there is some residual dispute over minor details
should no.t hinder an otherwise well-integrated interpretation.
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There are, however, those who believe that Baoh's music can be inaccurately embellished with no loss to its essential spirit.

Ac-

tually, their approach misrepresents Bach, who carefully calculated
the details of his vocal music to reinforce textual implications.
Technical authenticity and emotional content do not conflict
in music of Bach's era; rather they corroborate each other.

The

Bach vocalist should observe that many students of the Baroque period have come to these general conclusions: (1) Indispensable guides
exist, but they are not irrevocably fixed; (2) they should be used
searchingly and intelligently, not arbitrarily; and (3) the quest
for the message of the individual song is paramount.
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Number
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~ ! a ~ Minor

6

6:3-304

Saint Matthew Passion
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4:1-289

(The Magnificat has five arias; t h e ~ , six.

The Saint

Matthew Passion has 15 arias and 45 incidental recitatives.)
Complete Cantatas

Cantata
Number

l!!!!!..2! Composition

Record
Number

Reference
Number

4

Christ Lag !!l Todesbanden

11

1:97

31

P.!!,_ Himmel Lacht ("Easter")

5

7:3

70

Wachet, Betet

9

16:329

78

~ . 12!.!:,P.Y.Meine Seele

12

18:257

82

.!.£!1 ~ Genug (Solo Cantata for Bass)

14

20:27

131

~mTiefe

13

28:3

33
140

Wachet ~ .

158

12!l:. Friede .!!!. st R1!:,

~ ~

.4!!_ Stimme

13

28:251

4

32:143
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Number

Cantata Solos
Cantata
Number

!!!!!..2!

Composition

Voice

7

Mensqhen, glaubt

Alto

7a

1:206

8

~

Bass

4

l :230

12

Kreuz .!!!!!, Krone

ilto

3

2:70

13

Achzen ,!!.!! erbarm.lich Weinen
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4

2:93

33

!!!.

Alto

7a

7:98

68

!'!!li glaubiges

Soprano

?b

16:258

73

!!!.!:!:,, .!9. !!!, will t

Bass

4

18: 101

81

Jesus schlaft

Alto

3

20:3

84

12!1

Soprano

7a

20:90
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Nicht
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?a

22 :210
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Tenor

?a
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112

~

Alto
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24:37

113
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Tenor

?b

24:69

151

Susser trost

Soprano

?a

32:3

157

.!l!,,

Bass

4

32 :130

Bass

4

32:164

Alto

7b

37:110
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Freuden
spat
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reinen Wasser
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..1!., ich halte
l!, .!ll. vollbracht
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.§!i. be.muht ,!!!. dieser Zeit

Jesum ~
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!!!!!. .2!
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From first cantata of Christmas Oratorio:
Bereite ~ , !!2.!!
Alto

3

From the S a i n t ~ Passion:
~ 1!U. vollbracht

1

Alto

52:32

